Welcome to the home of TWiki.SRMDev. This is a web-based collaboration area for people working actively in SRM Development. These pages are complementary to that of the GSM-WG and the SRM web pages. The web page for the S2 test suite can be found here. The web page for the GSSD Working Group can be found here. The WLCG SRM v2.2 MoU can be found here.

**SRM v2.2**

Maintained by Flavia Donno

**Issues with the specifications**

- Issues solved during the WLCG workshop 22-26 Jan 2007
- Issues in the specifications
- Issues in the specifications v2.2 September Edition

**S2 Test results**

- Last performed availability tests
- Last performed basic tests
- Last performed cross copy tests
- Last performed usecase tests
- History of Availability tests
- History of Basic tests
- History of Cross copy tests
- History of Usecase tests

- Usecase Tests description (Click on the test to see its description)
- Stress Tests description

**Status of the SRM 2.2 implementations**

- Implementations problems

**Reports of tests executed with lcg-utils/GFAL/FTS**

- lcg-utils and GFAL tests by Mirco Ciriello (INFN)
- FTS tests, by Paolo Tedesco (CERN)

**SRM V3.0 - Current Discussion Topics**

- UseCases for the usage of SRMs
- XmlSolution for v3.0 spec
- FunctionalSpecification3 of SRM v3
- OperationalSpecificationWS3 of SRM v3, WS
- OperationalSpecificationWSRF3 of SRM v3, WSRF

**Site Tools of the SRMDev Web**

- People allowed to write into this space are members of the SRMDevGroup.
- (More options in WebSearch)
WebHome < SRMDev < TWiki

- WebChanges: Display recent changes to the SRMDev web
- WebIndex: List all SRMDev topics in alphabetical order. See also the faster WebTopicList
- WebNotify: Subscribe to an e-mail alert sent when something changes in the SRMDev web
- WebStatistics: View access statistics of the SRMDev web
- WebPreferences: Preferences of the SRMDev web (TWikiPreferences has site-wide preferences)
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